1. Please supply field dimensions to the nearest 1/16", Decoustics will calculate panel sizes.
2. Please verify and confirm all dimensions, mounting methods and details.
3. All panel penetrations for light fixtures, electrical outlets, etc. to be supported independently of ceiling grid and acoustical panels.
4. Grid location and spring direction/orientation may not be exact. Installation drawings will be sent for final alignment.
5. All springs, spring retainers, butterflies and grid to be furnished and installed by contractor.
6. Ensure that a vapor barrier on Decoustics panels must be included for any single panel or group of panels installed below any opening or cutout. Also see vapor barrier locations on this drawing.
7. The finished cladding panel is supported in the ceiling grid. The thickness of each panel will be matched to ensure the proper grid support for installation.
8. Do not apply finishes to edges of panels or face of panels on site, refer to this drawing for cleaning and maintenance instructions for Claro finish.
9. Do not butt panels next to each other during installation, allow 1/16" between panels to allow for panel expansion.
10. For additional panel installation details, see data sheets.
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1. PLEASE SUPPLY FIELD DIMENSIONS TO THE NEAREST 1/16", DECOUSTICS WILL CALCULATE PANEL SIZES.

2. PLEASE VERIFY AND CONFIRM ALL DIMENSIONS, MOUNTING METHODS, AND DETAILS.

3. ALL PANEL PENETRATIONS FOR LIGHT FIXTURES, ELECTRICAL OUTLETS, ETC. TO BE FIELD CUT BY OTHERS, NOT BY DECOUSTICS.

4. ALL SPRINGS, SPRING RETAINERS, BUTTERFLIES AND GRID TO BE ASSEMBLED ON SITE BY CONTRACTOR.

5. THE VAPOR BARRIER ON DECOUSTICS PANELS MUST BE REPAIRED OR REPLACED IF IT IS DAMAGED IN ANY WAY DURING INSTALLATION OR FIELD CUTTING. FAILURE TO DO THIS WILL RESULT IN PREMATURE SOILING OF THE PANEL FACE IN THE AREA OF THE DAMAGED OR MISSING VAPOR BARRIER.

6. ALL SPRINGS, SPRING RETAINERS, BUTTERFLIES AND GRID TO BE ASSEMBLED ON SITE BY CONTRACTOR.

7. DO NOT PAINT OVER CEILING PANEL SURFACE, SEE CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS FOR CLARO FINISH.

8. DO NOT BUTT PANELS NEXT TO EACH OTHER DURING INSTALLATION, ALLOW 1/16" BETWEEN PANELS TO ALLOW FOR PROPER ALIGNMENT.

9. FOR ADDITIONAL PANEL INSTALLATION DETAILS, SEE DATA SHEETS.

CLEAN-AIR CLARO - DESIGN RETURN

Panel Edge Detail:
Panel Type: ME-VCATT 1 1/16" Thick Flat Ceiling Panel
Mounting: Ceilencio Custom
Finish: Standard White Claro
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